[1] To date, gas photochemistry has not been simulated beyond a few hundred reactions in a three-dimensional (3-D) atmospheric model. Here, we treat 4675 gases and 13,626 tropospheric and stratospheric reactions in the 3-D GATOR-GCMOM climate-pollution model and compare results with data and with results from a condensed 152-gas/297-reaction mechanism when the model was nested at increasing resolution from the globe to California to Los Angeles. Gases included C 1 -C 12 organic degradation products and H-, O-, N-, Cl − , Br-, Fl-, and S-containing inorganics. Organic reactions were from the Master Chemical Mechanism. Photolysis coefficients for 2644 photoprocesses and heating rates for 1909 photolyzing gases were solved with an online radiative code in each grid cell using quantum yield/cross section data over 86 UV/visible wavelengths. Spatial/ temporal emissions of > 110 gases were derived from the 2005 U.S. National Emission Inventory. The condensed mechanism was a modified Carbon-Bond IV (MCBIV). Threeday simulation results indicate that the more-explicit mechanism reduced the O 3 gross error against data versus the MCBIV error against data by only ∼2 percentage points (from 28.3% to 26.5%) and NO 2 and HCHO by ∼6 percentage points in Los Angeles. While more-explicit photochemistry improved results, the condensed mechanism was not the main source of ozone error. The more explicit mechanism, which treated absorptive heating by more photolyzing gases, also resulted in a different magnitude of feedbacks to meteorological variables and back to gases themselves than did the less-explicit mechanism. The computer time for all processes in GATOR-GCMOM with the more explicit mechanism (solved with SMVGEAR II in all domains) was only ∼3.7 times that with the MCBIV despite the factors of 31 and 46 increases in numbers of species and reactions, respectively.
Introduction
[2] The solution to increasingly explicit photochemistry in three-dimensional models has been a goal of many atmospheric chemical modelers for several decades, as indicated by the increasing complexity of mechanisms used over time. Analytical or computerized solutions to limited or lumped sets of chemical reactions evolved from one dimension in the 1930s-1970s [e.g., Chapman, 1930 Wulf and Deming, 1936; Bates and Nicolet, 1950; Hunt, 1966; Shimazaki and Laird, 1970; Crutzen, 1971; Turco and Whitten, 1974] to three dimensions in the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s [e.g., Roth et al., 1971 , Reynolds et al., 1973 McRae et al., 1982; Russell et al., 1988; Austin and Butchart, 1992] . In all cases, though, the chemical reaction sets were limited and the numerical techniques used for solving equations were approximate. Some studies used analytical solutions assuming reactions in steady state [e.g., Chapman, 1930; Wulf and Deming, 1936; Bates and Nicolet, 1950] . Others used the backward Euler implicit scheme [e.g., Hunt, 1966; Shimazaki and Laird, 1970] , the family chemistry scheme [e.g., Crutzen, 1971; Whitten, 1974, Austin and Butchart, 1992] , the quasi-steady state approximation scheme [Hesstvedt et al., 1978] , or an iterative solution to a small set of reactions plus a steady state approximation [e.g., Reynolds et al., 1973] .
[3] Historically, three barriers have prevented simulations with large photochemical mechanisms in 3-D: (1) the lack of availability of accurate, stable, conservative, and fast solvers able to handle large sets of equations, (2) the slow development of large chemical mechanisms, and (3) limited computer resources.
[4] Exact solutions to non-trivial sets of chemistry were developed early on [Gear, 1969] , but applied only to box or one-dimensional model calculations in the 1970s until the early 1990s, as Gear's method was "not practical to use in air quality models" [Odman et al., 1992] and "impractical when dealing with a 3-D, large scale Eulerian type of model" [Gong and Cho, 1993] . Jacobson and Turco [1994] and Jacobson [1998] developed a code that combined Gear's method with sparse-matrix and vectorization techniques and provided computer timings for 3-D urban and stratospheric chemistry on both vector and scalar machines suggesting an improvement in speed over Gear's original code by a factor of over 2000 with no loss in accuracy. This code was applied to solve photochemistry among 218 reactions in a 3-D urban air pollution model by Jacobson et al. [1996] , the first 3-D application of an exact solver of chemical equations to a nontrivial set of reactions. Other highly accurate solvers have since been developed [e.g., Sandu et al., 1997] . These were implemented in 3-D models in the 2000s.
[5] Another limitation to the implementation of a large explicit mechanism was the development of the mechanism itself. One set of near-explicit chemical mechanisms that has evolved is that of Madronich and Calvert [1990] , , and Szopa et al. [2005] . Szopa et al. [2005] solved a set of 360,000 species and 2.2 million equations in a box model, possibly the largest set of equations solved to date in a single box. A second, significantly smaller mechanism but large in comparison with mechanisms used for 3-D photochemical modeling, is the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM), developed by Jenkin et al. [1997] and Saunders et al. [2003] . The present version (3.1) treats the degradation of 135 volatile organic compounds into several thousand compounds. Large mechanisms were developed originally to improve insight into complex photochemical degradation pathways of individual hydrocarbons and their mixtures since measurements are usually not readily available to provide such information, rather than for use in 3-D models. Such mechanisms also contain significant uncertainties so must be continuously evaluated.
[6] Here, we update the MCM with inorganic (including sulfur and halogen) reactions given by Jacobson [2008, supplement] , primarily from Sander et al. [2006] , to comprise a mechanism of 4675 gases and 13,626 tropospheric and stratospheric reactions, including 2644 photoprocesses. Ginnebaugh et al. [2010] have evaluated versions of the MCM and MCBIV very similar to those used here against time-dependent smog chamber data for several organics in a box photochemical model. That analysis included an examination of the time series changes of OH and HO 2 between the two mechanisms as well.
[7] The MCM has been used to study air pollution, but only in trajectory and other box model analyses to date [e.g., Derwent et al., 2005] . Computer timings of an earlier, smaller version of the MCM (4000 reactions) in photochemistryalone calculations in 3-D were provided by Liang and Jacobson [2000] . Ginnebaugh et al. [2010] provide photochemistry-alone calculations in 3-D for a mechanism similar to that used here. To date, however, no 3-D application of such a mechanism in an atmospheric model treating processes other than photochemistry alone has been performed.
[8] With the advent of faster computers, greater computer memory, and parallelization, the third limitation to the simulation of more-explicit photochemistry has slowly eroded. For the present study, the memory required on each computer processor core was 22 GB, suggesting the simulations were possible only due to the recent advancement in computer architecture that has allowed memory of at least 24 GB. The gas concentration array alone on the largest domain was 6 GB (4675 species × 157,500 grid cells × 8 bytes/value). Since GATOR-GCMOM allows any number of nested domains without affecting the overall memory, as arrays are re-used on each domain [Jacobson, 2001] , it was possible to treat multiple nested domains in the same simulation without affecting computer memory requirements compared with one domain.
[9] In this paper, nested 3-D simulations with GATOR-GCMOM, modified with a 13,626-reaction photochemical mechanism and emissions, photolysis, radiative heating, and transport of species used in the mechanism are described, run, and compared with data on different scales and compared with results from a condensed mechanism. The condensed mechanism contains the same inorganic reactions as the MCM, but with mostly lumped carbon-bond organic chemistry, derived primarily from the CBIV-Ex mechanism of Gery et al. [1989] , some isoprene and monoterpene chemistry from Griffin et al. [2002] , and some explicit (as opposed to lumped) chemistry of C 1 -C 3 organics. All reactions of the 152-species and 297-reaction modified CBIV mechanism (MCBIV) are included in the supplemental information of Jacobson [2008] .
Description of the Model
[10] GATOR-GCMOM is a one-way-nested globalthrough-urban Gas, Aerosol, Transport, Radiation, General Circulation, Mesoscale, and Ocean Model that simulates climate, weather, and air pollution and feedbacks among them on multiple scales. [Jacobson, 2001; Jacobson et al., 2007; Jacobson and Streets, 2009] .
[11] Gas processes include emissions, urban, tropospheric, and stratospheric photochemistry, gas-to-aerosol conversion, gas-cloud dissolution/evaporation, gas-ocean chemical and moisture exchange, advection, convection in air, convection in clouds, molecular diffusion, turbulent diffusion, dry deposition, and wet deposition. Aerosol processes are size-and composition resolved and include anthropogenic and natural emissions, binary and ternary homogeneous nucleation, condensation, dissolution, internal-particle chemical equilibrium, aerosol-aerosol coagulation, aerosol-hydrometeor coagulation, sedimentation, dry deposition, advection, convection, molecular diffusion, and turbulent diffusion.
[12] On the global and coarse-regional scales, the model treats subgrid cumulus cloud thermodynamics and grid-scale stratiform thermodynamics accounting for subgrid variations in energy and moisture. On the fine regional scales, it treats explicit grid-scale cloud thermodynamics for all clouds. On all scales, cloud microphysics and cloud-aerosol interactions are size-and composition-resolved. Here, the model included one discrete aerosol size distribution with 14 size bins (2 nm to 50 mm in diameter), and three hydrometeor (cloud and precipitation) distributions, each with 30 size bins (0.5 mm to 8 mm in diameter) ( Table 1) . Particle number and mole concentrations of several chemicals were tracked in each aerosol and hydrometeor (size bin of each size distribution (Table 1 ). The components within each bin of each distribution were internally mixed in the bin but externally mixed from other bins and other distributions.
[13] The model also treats spectral UV, visible, near-IR, and thermal-IR radiative transfer for heating rates and photolysis, dynamical meteorology, 2-D ocean dynamics, 3-D ocean diffusion, 3-D ocean chemistry, ocean-atmosphere exchange, soil, vegetation, road, rooftop, snow, and sea-ice energy transfer, and soil and vegetation moisture transfer, among other processes. Emissions, gas photochemistry, and gasradiative interactions, all relevant to this study, are described in more detail below.
Gas and Particle Emissions
[14] Gas and aerosol particle sources here included vehicles, power plants, industry, ships, aircraft, the ocean (sea spray, bacteria), soils (dust, bacteria), volcanoes, vegetation (pollen, spores), solid biofuel burning, and biomass burning. The baseline anthropogenic emission inventory used here over the United States was the U.S. National Emission Inventory (NEI) for 2005 (Clearinghouse for inventories and emission factors, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009, http:// www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/). From the point, area, onroad, and nonroad raw emission data, diurnally varying gridded inventories were prepared at the horizontal resolution of each model domain (Section 3).
[15] Table 2 shows gas and aerosol emission rates in the annual average from the inventories. With respect to gases, emissions for over 110 species used in the MCM are shown. These were extractable from the inventory since each source classification code (SCC) in the inventory had an explicit organic and inorganic speciation profile associated with it. Emissions for speciated gases that did not exist in the MCM were assigned to related species in the MCM so that 100% of the mass emissions in the NEI were assigned to explicit MCM species. For the MCBIV, similar assignments were done, except that for explicit species with emissions in the inventory that did not exist in the MCBIV mechanism, the species were partitioned to carbon bond groups with the splitting factors from W. P. L. Carter (Development of an improved chemical speciation database for processing emissions of volatile organic compounds for air quality models, 2005, http://www.cert.ucr.edu/∼carter/emitdb/). Global-domain anthropogenic emissions and natural emissions for all domains are summarized by Jacobson and Streets [2009] . Natural emissions in each regional domain were calculated with the same techniques as in the global domain. Open biomass and solid biofuel burning emissions for the global domain (since these were included in the NEI for the U.S. domain) were also speciated explicitly to the greatest extent possible with particle, inorganic gas, and organic gas speciation data from Andreae and Merlet [2001] for different types of vegetation combustion.
Gas Photochemistry
[16] Gas photochemistry was solved with SMVGEAR II, which is positive-definite, mass-conserving, and unconditionally stable for all applications to atmospheric photochemistry attempted since 1993. SMVGEAR II is used here (and in general) with a relative error tolerance of 0.001 and a predicted absolute error tolerance [Jacobson, 1998] . Actinic fluxes for photolysis calculations were solved explicitly and online for each MCM and MCBIV photoprocess in all domains as described in Section 2.3. The photochemical solution was integrated over a 1-h time interval, operator split from other processes, with variable time steps during the + in each bin were determined as a function of the relative humidity and ion composition from equilibrium calculations. All aerosol and hydrometeor distributions were affected by self-coagulation loss to larger sizes and heterocoagulation loss to other distributions (except the graupel distribution, which had no heterocoagulation loss). interval ranging from 10 −8 s to 900 s, depending on the current stiffness and order of approximation, which also varied in time. Photolysis coefficients, calculated online in each grid cell for each photoprocess at the beginning and end of the 1-h interval in each grid cell (Section 2.3), were interpolated in time over the hour for each sub-interval time step to give a smooth variation of photolysis coefficients over all time. All photolyzing gases fed back to radiative heating rates, thus to dynamical meteorology.
[17] Photochemistry was solved in all domains, including the global domain, of a nested simulation for two reasons. First, finer domains require inflow concentrations from coarser domains for all species (gas and aerosol), so all gases solved for in the finest domain must be included in all domains for nesting to be useful. Since all gases are included in all domains, it makes most sense to solve photochemistry among such gases, particularly as global photochemistry is less stiff (since concentrations are lower over a greater portion of the domain) than urban photochemistry, so does not require so much computer time. Second, many applications of the present and other models are global applications, so applying the present photochemical mechanism in a global-urban nested simulation is the first step toward long-term global simulations with the large mechanism.
Radiative Processes
[18] Radiative transfer was solved online in the model to determine actinic fluxes for photolysis calculations and irradiances for heating rate calculations. Radiation was affected by all gases, aerosol particles, and clouds in the model. Photolysis coefficients fed back to photochemistry, which fed back to gases thus heating rates as well, and heating rates fed back to dynamical meteorology.
[19] Radiative transfer was solved separately over cloudy and clear portions of each model column, and the results were weighted by clear and cloudy-sky fractions. The radiative solutions in each column were solved over 86 wavelengths from 0.165 to 0.8 mm for actinic fluxes and over 694 wavelengths/probability intervals from 0.165 to 1000 mm for irradiances with the scheme of Toon et al. [1989] , with greenhouse gas absorption coefficients as in work by Jacobson [2005] and aerosol and cloud optical properties as in work by Jacobson and Streets [2009] .
[20] In addition, all absorbing gases in the MCM and MCBIV mechanism were accounted for in spectral optical depth calculations. In the case of the MCM, 1909 gases absorbed UV/visible radiation, resulting in 2644 photoprocesses. Absorption cross sections versus wavelength were assigned separately for each absorbing gas, and quantum yields versus wavelength were assigned separately for each photoprocess. Spectral absorption cross sections of inorganic and several organic gases and quantum yields of corresponding photoprocesses were obtained primarily from Sander et al. [2006] . For each MCM species that cross section or quantum yield data did not exist for, the spectral cross sections of another species or quantum yield of a photoprocess whose data did exist, were multiplied by a constant scaling factor provided by the MCM for each MCM photoprocess. In the MCM, photolysis coefficients are provided for some species as a function of zenith angle. These are wavelength-integrated coefficients under clear-sky conditions. Coefficients for other species are scaled to the available coefficients with a constant scaling factor. Here, available spectral absorption and quantum yield data were used in a radiative transfer code over time since that allowed for the calculation of absorptive heating and photolysis affected by aerosols, clouds, and gases, whereas the bulk default photolysis coefficients in the MCM do not allow this.
[21] Radiative transfer was solved through both the air and a single layer of snow, sea ice, or water, where they existed, so albedos over these surfaces were calculated, not prescribed. Since the model tracked soot and soil dust inclusions within precipitation, which fell on snow and sea ice, radiative transfer accounted for the absorption by soot and soil dust in snow and sea ice as well as in individual aerosol particles and cloud drops. The global domain included 47 sigma-pressure layers up to 0.22 hPa (≈60 km), with high resolution (15 layers) in the bottom 1 km. The nested regional domains included 35 layers exactly matching the global layers up to 65 hPa (≈18 km). The global, California/Nevada, and Los Angeles domains included 148,896, 157,500, and 112,700 grid cells, respectively. All physical processes, including gas photochemistry, were solved in all nested domains, including the global domain.
Description of Simulations
[23] Two global-urban nested simulations were run and compared with data: one with the 13,626-reaction MCM and the other with the 327-reaction MCBIV. Simulations were run from August 1-3, 2006 (72 h). The model was initialized on all scales with 1-degree global reanalysis data (1°× 1°reanalysis fields, 2007, Global Forecast System, http://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/data/gfs-avn-hi/), but run without data assimilation, nudging, or model spinup. The time 
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interval for passing meteorological and chemical variables from one domain to the next was one hour. Table 4 does the same for the California/Nevada (Cal/Nev) domain. Statistics include normalized gross errors (NGE) and normalized biases (NB). An NGE is the absolute value difference between the modeled and observed value, divided by the observed value, summed up over all observed values above a cutoff (given in the table), then divided by the number of such observed values. The NB is the same, but without taking absolute values, so always has a magnitude ≤ that of the NGE. Whereas, the NGE gives an indication of model accuracy, the NB gives an indication of whether the model under-or over-predicted the data. Figure 2 shows paired-in-timeand-space (PITS -at the exact time and location of the measurement) comparisons of model results with data from each the MCM and MCBIV simulations for the L.A. and Cal/Nev domains.
Results
[25] Table 3 indicates that the ozone NGE was < 30% in the L.A. domain for both chemical mechanisms (26.6% for the MCM and 28.3% for the MCBIV), indicating general good agreement for both considering the difficulty of simulating ozone in Los Angeles particularly when meteorology and chemistry are predicted and feed back to each other. This also represents an improvement in the 68-h NGE of 32.6% from Jacobson et al. [1996] , which also included both meteorological and chemical prediction, for the same basin but for a different period. The ozone NGE was ∼2 percentage points more accurate for the MCM than for the MCBIV. In the Cal/Nev domain, ozone predictability also improved for the MCM versus the MCBIV, but by a smaller magnitude (∼0.4 percentage points). Of the paired-in-timeand-space plots for ozone (Figures 2a.i, 2b .i, 2c.i, 2d.i-iii), several reflect the relatively small difference in NGEs. The MCM predictions (solid lines) were often closer to the data than were the MCBIV predictions, but there were also cases where the reverse was true. The plots indicate a relatively good match of peaks and diurnal variations in two or all three days at most of the locations shown.
[26] Table 3 indicates that CO and NO x predictability improved with the MCM versus the MCBIV in both the Los Angeles and Cal/Nev domains. Since the inorganic chemical reactions were the same in both cases, the original cause of the difference must have been the improved explicitness of the organic reactions. Figures 2b and 2c show graphical comparisons at selected sites. The time series plots for CO (Figures 2a.ii, 2b. iii, 2d.v) and NO 2 (Figures 2b.ii, 2c .ii, 2d.iv) indicate relatively little difference between the MCM and MCBIV results by hour although small differences can be seen.
[27] Ethane, propane, ethene, and propene oxidation were treated explicitly in both the MCM and MCBIV chemical mechanisms with respect to their loss reactions. The MCM included chemical production sources of all four, whereas the MCBIV included chemical production sources of only ethane. The prediction accuracies of ethane (Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 2a.iii, 2d.vi) and propane (Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 2a.iv) were better for MCBIV in Los Angeles but better for MCM in California. Since the reaction loss of these two chemicals dominated their production, the loss reactions were similar in both cases, and both have relatively long lifetimes, it is not a surprise that the accuracies for these two chemicals were somewhat similar. The accuracies of ethene and propene were slightly better for MCM in both domains. A comparison of Figure 2a .v with Figure 2a .iii indicates that modeled differences between the MCM and MCBIV were larger for ethene than for ethane at the same location. A comparison of Figure 2a .vi with Figure 2a .iv indicates a similar result for propene versus propane. These results are expected since the lifetimes of ethane and propane are much longer than are those of ethene and propene, respectively.
[28] Formaldehyde in the MCBIV is treated simultaneously as an explicit species and lumped bond group. In MCM, formaldehyde is produced and lost explicitly. Prediction accuracy of formaldehyde was better in the MCM than MCBIV in both domains although errors in the Cal/Nev domain became significant at a few locations where emissions were probably not characterized well. Figures 2b.iv,  2c .v, and 2d.vii show a good match between modeled and measured formaldehyde for both mechanisms at three locations in the Los Angeles domain.
[29] Acetaldehyde in the original CBIV mechanism was also treated simultaneously as an explicit species and lumped bond group. However, for the MCBIV here, acetaldehyde was separated from other higher aldehydes and treated explicitly (but with much less complex photochemistry than in the MCM) and higher aldehydes were treated as their own lumped bond group. The reactions involving acetaldehyde and higher aldehydes in MCBIV are given by Jacobson [2008, supplement] . Acetone was also treated as an explicit species in the MCBIV. Acetaldehyde prediction accuracy was better for the MCM on the Cal/Nev domain but less accurate than the MCBIV on the L.A. domain (Tables 3 and 4 and Figures 2b.v, 2b .vi), and acetone accuracy was better for the MCBIV on both domains (Tables 3 and 4) . Benzene (Figures 2d.xiii, 2d.ix), toluene (Figures 2d.x, 2d .xi), and (Tables 3 and 4) were mixed between the two domains for the two mechanisms. It should be noted, however, that the number of data values available for these and several other organics was small (Tables 3 and 4) . No data were available for OH, but daytime modeled values were only slightly higher for the MCBIV than for the MCM mechanisms (Figures 2a.iv,  2b .vii, 2c.vii -provided only in 4-h intervals).
[30] PM 2.5 and PM 210 accuracy for the few data points available was fairly good for Los Angeles for the MCM, particularly considering no low cutoff was used to compare the model with data. However, while explicit inorganic gases grew onto size-resolved aerosols accounting for competition between the gas and particle phases and accounting for different growth rates for particles of different size, explicit gases in the MCM were only lumped into a few groups for growth onto aerosol particles, and the groups were grown in a size-resolved manner as with the inorganics. Since the treatment of secondary organic gas-to-particle conversion is still a work in progress, we do not take much stock in the accuracy of the particulate matter results for Los Angeles. Particle prediction accuracy for California was not so good as in Los Angeles, primarily because many sites had low concentrations, and no low threshold was used in the error analysis, so differences at the low-concentration sites dominated.
[31] The 3-D simulations performed here were evaluated against data and the MCBIV in Los Angeles, where NO x levels are fairly high in general. However, during the night and in remote areas of the basin, NO x levels decrease significantly. The results here (Table 3 and Figure 2 ) suggest that the MCBIV and MCM were relatively consistent with each other for most all conditions (day and night and in remote and urban areas). The relative agreement between the MCM and MCBIV is also consistent with the trajectory study of Derwent et al. [2005] , who found that the MCM compared well with another lumped carbon bond mechanism under Northern-European NO x conditions.
Computer Timings
[32] Ginnebaugh et al. [2010] discuss the 3-D computer time of three MCM versions of different size and of a version of the MCBIV similar to that used here when all were run using SMVGEAR II with photochemistry alone. Figure S2 of that paper, for example, indicates that a 4649-species version of the MCM required only 8.1 times more computer time than a 140-species MCBIV (1/33rd the size) when both were run in 500 grid cells. The relative speed improvement of any large versus small mechanism in SMVGEAR II is due to the sparse-matrix and array-referencing techniques in the code [Jacobson, 1998] . Ginnebaugh et al. [2010] quantify the number of multiplication reductions due to sparse-matrix techniques between the MCM and MCBIV.
[33] For the present study, 3-D simulations accounting for gas, aerosol, cloud, dynamical, radiative, ocean, and land surface processes were run on only four Intel Xeon dual-core 5260 3.33 GHz processors and using only one core and 22 GB of memory per processor, with Infiniband interconnections. The overall computer time required for simulations on three nested domains was 1.75 days per day of simulation for the MCBIV mechanism and 6.45 days per day of simulation for the MCM mechanism. Thus, despite the factors of 31 and 46 increases in the numbers of species and reactions, respectively, due to the MCM versus MCBIV, the overall computer time (accounting for all model processes) required for GATOR-GCMOM with MCM was only ∼3.7 times that with the MCBIV.
[34] With the MCBIV, photochemistry required ∼15% of the overall computer time in GATOR-GCMOM. As discussed above, the time required for photochemistry alone with MCM is ∼8.1 times that with MCBIV. Thus, MCM photochemistry alone accounted for only a doubling of overall GATOR-GCMOM computer time relative to MCBIV. However, MCM species affected computer time not only by taking part in photochemistry (in SMVGEAR II) but also by taking part in spectrally integrated heating rate and photolysis calculations, advection, convection in air, convection in cumulus clouds, diffusion, gas-cloud and gas-precipitation dissolution, wet deposition, dry deposition, and ocean-atmosphere exchange. These other processes accounted for the remainder of the computer time increases. Most of this additional time was due to advection/convection/diffusion in air and clouds, which was calculated every 5 min. In sum, the overall computer time with MCM in a coupled model was only 3.7 times that of MCBIV, small relative to the factor of 33 increase in the number of species treated. This suggests that computer speed is no longer a barrier to the 3-D simulation of photochemistry with the MCM or similar mechanisms when a fast and stable solver of chemical equations is used.
Implications
[35] Although the computational barrier against solving atmospheric photochemistry with on the order of 13,000 reactions in a 3-D model has been overcome, further work is needed to complete and test large mechanisms and in developing accurate emission inventories for them.
[36] The results here further suggest that the accuracy of the condensed photochemical mechanism used (MCBIV), with 31 times fewer species and 46 times fewer reactions than MCM, was not the limiting factor in the simulation of ozone air pollution. More likely factors limiting ozone prediction accuracy are emissions and meteorological variable prediction (e.g., boundary layer heights, temperatures, wind speeds and direction), although this is not proven here. Whereas, the MCM improved ozone prediction accuracy only a small amount in 3-D, it should improve the ability of modelers to focus efforts on developing more explicit treatments of secondary organic matter (SOM) formation, an important goal [e.g., Utembe et al., 2009] . Such developments are foreseen, since current methods of solving for SOM in 3-D all involve lumping of organics and solving growth based on lumped-species vapor pressures and solubilities. More-explicit treatment of gases and gas chemistry will allow for more-explicit model treatment of growth and dissolution based on species-specific vapor pressure and solubility data and of more explicit treatment of aqueous chemistry. A difficulty with treating more-explicit SOM formation will be in evaluating the results. To this end, additional chamber experiments tracing the pathway of emitted gases to their secondary aerosol production would be beneficial. Field experiments with more explicit differentiation of SOM products would also be helpful.
[37] A more-explicit mechanism also allows for a more complete calculation of ultraviolet (UV) radiation reduction and atmospheric heating rates by gases and aerosol particles. All photolyzing gases attenuate UV (and some attenuate visible) radiation, thereby enhancing heating rates. Jacobson [1999] calculated that a selected set of nitrated aromatic gases reduced UV radiation by 2-3% in Claremont and Riverside, California (reducing total solar by ∼0.1%) during a 1987 episode, feeding back to ozone production. Nitrated and aromatic aerosols were found to have caused larger UV reductions, explaining much of the 33-48% observed UV reductions in Claremont and Riverside. The explicit treatment of absorbing organic gases, particularly nitrated aromatics, aldehydes, benzoic acids, aromatic polycarboxylic acids, phenols, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, and their conversion to aerosol, should help to improve the calculation of gas and aerosol UV attenuation and its feedback to air pollution.
[38] Figure 3 illustrates some of the feedback differences resulting from the use of the MCBIV versus the MCM mechanisms. The two mechanisms affected meteorology differentially for two reasons. First, the model (Section 2.3) treated spectral absorption by all radiatively active gases, and such absorption affected photolysis coefficients and heating rates at all altitudes. The MCM included many more explicit species for which absorption could be calculated than did the MCBIV, since absorption in the MCBIV was calculated only for explicit species, not for lumped bond groups. Second, the model treated gas-to-particle conversion of many gases (e.g., HNO 3 , H 2 SO 4 , HCl, NH 3 , some organics), so differences in modeled gas concentrations due to photochemistry between the mechanisms could affect aerosol concentrations, thus clouds and other meteorological variables.
[39] Figure 3a indicates that heating rates due to absorption in the lower troposphere were 1-6% higher in the MCM than in the MCBIV case, as expected due to the larger number of radiatively absorbing species treated in the MCM. The differences in heating rates caused differences in temperatures (Figure 3b ), which caused differences in air pressures and winds (Figure 3c ). Temperature and wind differences affected water evaporation and transport (Figure 3d) , and water vapor and temperature differences affected the relative humidity (Figure 3e) . Differences in the relative humidity affected cloudiness (Figure 3f) , which, along with gas and aerosol absorption and scattering, affected solar (including UV) and thermal-IR fluxes (Figure 3g ). Differences in such fluxes, along with differences in gas absorption, affected heating rates further (Figure 3a) , which affected temperatures further (Figure 3b ). Water vapor, temperatures, UV flux, gas, and wind differences also affected ozone by on the order of 0.1-0.4% (Figure 3h) . Figure 3i , which shows surface UV changes, illustrates that the feedbacks varied spatially in the horizontal. In sum, gas absorption by radiatively active, short-lived gases fed back to meteorology and climate and back to the gases themselves. We don't argue that these effects were large or more accurate with the MCM versus MCBIV, only that treating absorption of more gases explicitly appears likely to cause differences in model results. Longer simulations would be needed to determine radiative consequences of the different treatments.
[40] Finally, despite the fact that use of the MCM represented only a modest improvement versus use of the MCBIV in the present case, development of mechanisms with an intermediate number of reactions between the two [Jenkin et al., 2008] is still an important goal, as such mechanisms can help in the interpretation of the more complex mechanism and be computationally easier to use.
Conclusions
[41] Previously, explicit gas-phase photochemistry had not been simulated beyond a few hundred reactions in a three-dimensional (3-D) atmospheric model. The nested climate-weather-air pollution model, GATOR-GCMOM, was modified to simulate air pollution driven by a large photochemical mechanism on three scales simultaneously (global, California/Nevada, and Los Angeles). SMVGEAR II, the chemical solver in the model, treated photochemistry among 4675 gases and 13,626 tropospheric and stratospheric reactions, including 2644 photoprocesses. Gases included degradation produces of C 1 -C 12 organics and inorganics containing H, O, N, Cl, Br, Fl, and S. The organic mechanism was primarily from the Master Chemical Mechanism. Photolysis coefficients for all 2644 photoprocesses and heating rates for all 1909 photolyzing gases were solved explicitly over time and space in each grid cell of each nested domain from spectral actinic fluxes and irradiances calculated over 86 UV and visible wavelengths from absorption cross section and quantum yield data applied to an online radiative transfer solution. Spatially and temporally varying emissions for > 110 explicit organic gases and all important inorganic gases from tens of thousands of mobile, point, and area sources were derived from the 2005 U.S. EPA National Emission Inventory.
[42] Model results were compared with paired-in-timeand-space data in both the Los Angeles and California domains for a 3-day air pollution episode and with results obtained from a modified Carbon-Bond IV mechanism (MCBIV) of 152 species and 297 reactions. Results indicate that the more-explicit mechanism reduced the normalized gross error (NGE) of ozone against data for the simulation period over the CBIV-Ex by only ∼2 percentage points (from 28.3% to 26.5%) and nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde by ∼6 percentage points in Los Angeles. While more-explicit photochemistry improved overall chemical results slightly, use of the condensed mechanism was not the main source of model error. However, the more-explicit treatment of gases may improve the ability of modelers to focus efforts on developing more explicit treatments of secondary organic matter formation. More explicit treatment should also improve the simulation of gas plus aerosol UV radiation reduction. Radiation absorption by shortlived gases feeds back to meteorology and climate, feeding back in turn to the gases themselves. The more explicit mechanism, which treated absorptive heating by more photolyzing gases, resulted in a different magnitude of feedbacks to meteorological variables and back to gases themselves, than did the less-explicit mechanism. As such, further modeling efforts using more explicit photochemistry should continue. The overall computer time (accounting for all model processes) required for the nested GATOR-GCMOM model to solve the more-explicit photochemistry with SMVGEAR II was only ∼3.7 times that required to solve the MCBIV mechanism despite the factors of 31 difference in number of species and 46 difference in number of reactions.
